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The Egotist tracks the development of its author, Jesse Bogner, from a hedonistic New Yorker to a
Kabbalist, on a path to find the meaning of life. This audiobook offers a glimpse into the
misunderstood world of Kabbalah and how the collective plea of Kabbalists has the power to correct
the egos of individuals and the world at large. Never before has a Kabbalah student, in such
excruciating detail, illuminated the nature of his own spiritual development.
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I got this book from my childhood friend,we are still very close, but most of the times,I am very
skeptical about his book recommendations...this time he managed to impress me. This book
surprised me from the very beginning, mostly by the manner of storytelling that so much reminded
me of early Nabokov, this particular manner of storytelling,the storytelling without a single boring
moment,the storytelling where you find yourself reading page after page and suddenly realizing that
you don't want this book to end and you just want read more and more...what a feeling,what a
feeling. Very talented,very honest,very deep piece of literature.

This is a must read for anybody with questions about life. It's heartfelt and personal, and at the
same time addresses the general problems and questions facing people as a whole. It's a wonderful
story tied together with a really thoughtful explanation of the wisdom of kabbalah for anyone in
search of the meaning of life. A must buy!

Have to say this book was nothing like I expected. It's very deep and will touch emotions you didn't

know you had. Already looking forward to the next masterpiece from this young author who has
been through so much in life.

Not so much a story, but a little glimpse into the selfish nature of the world and the way people can
overcome their flaws. I could really relate to the feelings Bogner portrayed, even though our stories
are so different.

This book explains the human condition and the longing for deeper meaning that we all feel,
sometimes without even knowing it! I have read lots of spiritual books and this one is a true joy and
pleasure to read.

It is an amazing novel, definitely a must read for anyone who considers themselves a spiritual
seeker. But whatâ€™s truly fascinating is how Jesse makes you take this journey along with him.
Take this journey along with Jesse â€“ youâ€™ll get a chance to look within yourself and will be
rewarded with new discoveries. Good luck!

No man knows Kaballah and how to find your inner mystic warrior poet more than Sir Jesse Bogner.
A must read for any kid or veteran that has a pinch of soul.

I have never felt like that before specially while I read a book... it pictures my inner reality at the
same time touching so deep in my hearth ... I was astonished and kept read it again... every time I
read that book it takes me somewhere deeper....answers so many questions that I have been
searching for all my life ... amazing book.
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